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Wave III is the newest entry to Smartphone market. Homing a Bada OS of latest version 2.0,
Samsung Wave 3 is full of astonishing features and unbelievable hardware specifications for a mid-
range budget smart phone. Samsung Wave III is the successor of Wave II and has been launched
with great new add-on features and improvements.

Design:

Wave III comes with a 4inch huge display protected by gorilla glass and is scratch resistant. The
screen of wave 3 is coated with transparent conductor material and it also includes insulator
allowing this phone's capacitive touchscreen to display pictures at 4820X800 pixels resolution. To
display crystal clear images and at a higher resolution, wave 3 uses 16 million colors. The phone
looks sporty and beautiful and has rounded edges.  Wave 3â€™s overall design is sleek and stylish.

Key features:

Any Samsung Mobile Phone is always known for the performance it can deliver at excellent speeds
and wave 3 do the job same way. To run BADA 2.0 OS, Samsung wave 3 is powered by 1.4GHz
processor which can process and produce output at a very fast rate. Also to make navigation
smoother and faster the wave 3 uses TouchWiz user interface and one can navigates apps and
games in a wave.

Samsung wave 3 comes with a 5 megapixel primary camera which according to Samsung Wave 3
reviews can capture pictures at high resolutions of high quality. The camera is touch focus enabled
which helps you take a professional shot. There is also present 0.3 megapixel front VGA camera for
your video calling needs. In case of dark, night or night like conditions one can still capture pictures
with the help of LED flash present alongside with the camera. The camera of wave 3 is capable to
capture video at 1280X720 pixels and has additional features like smile detection, face detection,
image stabilization, blink detection, Geo-tagging and Panorama mode. All these features only add to
quality of the camera in this phone.  Additional features like world clock, voice recorder, Polaris
office and many such are part of this phone and one can download new apps from web supported
with Bada 2.0.

Connectivity features:

Wave 3 allows you to stay connected with family and friends through GPRS, EDGE, 3G and Wi-Fi
internet platforms. It comes with a pre installed browser to start browsing quicker. The mobile phone
can also act as a hotspot for other devices to access internet. Additional connectivity options offered
by wave 3 are Bluetooth and micro USB port for file sharing. Wave 3 also has a TV out port to enjoy
captured images and videos on a large screen. Wave 3 is GPS enabled phone and can help a
person find its way to any destination.

Price:

Samsung Wave 3 price is Rs 15,594*.
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Paul Smith - About Author:
Paul Smith is well known author who provide helpful information about a Samsung Star 3 Duos, a
Samsung Wave 3 price and a Samsung GALAXY Y Duos etc, through Online Shopping in India.
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